Managing Metadata in the Composer 2 Widgets
This document contains information about managing metadata for the Composer 2 Now
Playing, Daily and Playlist widgets.
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What is Metadata?
Metadata is descriptive information about a piece of music. It often includes Title, Album and
Artist, or Composer and Ensemble. It can also include things like Catalog Number, Label and
(in Composer 2) Custom Fields.

Where will my metadata show up?
Composer 2 now allows you to pick and choose some of the metadata that will appear on the
widgets. Some metadata will show by default. The lists below will outline which metadata will
show up on the widgets by default, and which metadata is configurable (meaning station
admins and hosts can set it up on a casebycase basis).
Further below this, you will find detailed instructions about how to set up the optional
metadata if you are a Station Admin, and how to set up the optional metadata if you are a
Host.

Playlist Widget
Default Metadata
This metadata will show up by default if it is available in the iTunes or Arkiv music libraries, or
if entered manually by hosts.
Classical Programs
● Title
● Composer
● Ensemble(s) (if available)
● Conductor (if available)
● Soloist(s) (if available)
● Album
NonClassical Programs
● Title
● Artist
● Album
Optional Metadata
● Album Art
● Label
● Catalog Number
● Host(s)
● Custom Fields

Daily Widget
Default Metadata

This metadata will show up by default if it is available in the iTunes or Arkiv music libraries, or
if entered manually by hosts.
Classical Programs
● Title
● Composer
● Ensemble(s) (if available)
● Conductor (if available)
● Soloist(s) (if available)
● Album
NonClassical Programs
● Title
● Artist
● Album
Optional Metadata
● Album Art
● Label
● Catalog Number
● Host(s)
● Custom Fields
● Episode Notes

Now Playing Widget
Default Metadata
This metadata will show up by default if it is available in the iTunes or Arkiv music libraries, or
if entered manually by hosts.
Classical Programs
● Title
● Composer
● Ensemble(s) (if available)
● Conductor (if available)
● Soloist(s) (if available)
● Album
NonClassical Programs
● Title
● Artist
● Album
Optional Metadata
No optional metadata will display on the Now Playing widget.

Core Publisher Now Playing Block
No changes have been made to the Core Publisher Now Playing Block with these widget
updates. Therefore, none of the metadata you set up in Composer 2 by following the
instructions in this document will apply to the Core Publisher Now Playing Block.

Station Admins: How to Set Up Optional Widget Metadata for Programs
How to set up widget metadata for a specific program
1. Navigate to the desired program. You can do this in two ways.
a. Navigate to the program on the calendar:

b. Navigate to the “Programs” tab in the top right corner of the calendar screen,
then choose your program from the list that appears on the next page.

2. Once on the selected program’s page, scroll down to the section marked “Configure
Metadata Display for Widgets”. Select which metadata for this program you would like
to see in the widgets. NOTE: Episode notes will only display in the daily widget if set
up to appear.

3. To save your settings, click the green “Save” button that appears at the top right side
of the Program page.

How to apply your metadata changes to all of your station’s programs
If you would like to apply your metadata choices to all programs, check the box that appears
next to “Apply the above choices to all programs”.

Allowing hosts to set up metadata for their episodes
If you would like the hosts of this particular show to be able to edit the visibility of the
metadata for their episodes, check the box that appears next to “Allow Host to configure
metadata for their episodes”. If you check this box, any metadata visibility changes a
host makes to their episodes of this program will override the choices made here on
the Program page. You can revoke this host privilege and revert to the settings at the
Program level at any time by unchecking the “Allow Host to configure metadata for their
episodes” box.

Hosts: How to Set Up Optional Widget Metadata for Episodes
Station admins can decide whether or not to allow hosts to set up the metadata for their
episodes on a programbyprogram basis. If the station admin has allowed the host to set
up metadata configurations for their episode, the host will be able to see a new
“metadata configuration” panel in their episode page. Detailed instructions for finding that
new panel and setting up metadata for the widgets for each episode are below.
1. Navigate to the episode for which you would like to set up widget metadata. You can
do this in two ways:
a. Click on the episode on the calendar:

b. Navigate to the “Episodes” tab on the top right of the calendar page, then
choose your episode from the list that appears on the next page.

2. If your station admin has granted you access to the metadata configurations,
you will see a new link in the Episode header titled, “Configure Metadata Display for
Widgets”. Click on this link to display the Episodelevel metadata configurations panel.
If you do not see this link, contact your Station Admin to discuss gaining metadata set
up permissions for your episodes.

3. Select the items of metadata you wish to have appear on the widgets for this episode.
NOTE: If selected, episode notes will only display in the daily widget.

4. Once you have finished selecting which metadata from this episode will appear on the
widgets, be sure to click the Save button in the bottom right hand corner of the panel.

5. Once your configurations have been saved, you will see this message:

